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An Action for Relief
As the country was suffering with the second wave of the pandemic at its peak.
The series was followed by the devastating flood and landslide in the
Sindhupalchowk and Manang district.
Sankalpa - Woman Alliance for Peace, Justice and Democracy in coordination
with many organizations jointly formed an immediate and loose network called
"Disaster in Action (DAG)" with a common aim of supporting the flood victims
through essential relief packages.
The inclusive networks is joined by youths, volunteers, woman and children rights
activist and many other individuals to help the affected areas in every possible
way. The network through its social media page gathered information to
commence its relief programs.

DISASTER ACTION GROUP
(DAG) EXPRESSES OUR DEEP
SORROW FOR THOSE WHO
HAVE LOST THEIR LIVES DUE
TO DISASTER AND
PANDEMIC.

RELIEF
MATERIALS
The relief materials included,
dry foor items like instant
noodles, beaten rice, biscuits,
rice pax and other hygiene kits
by keeping the pandemic in
mind.

It also included the woman hygiene
materials It also consisted of two big tents
that can capacitate 200-300 people for both
Hemambu and Melamchi District of
Sindhupalchowk There was a chain of
contributions both from organizations as
well as individuals for the package.

The distribution was done through roadway
transportation though the corridors were risky to reach
the affected areas.

The packaging was done by
following all the measures of
covid 19.

WOMEN IN ACTION

All our members from our network group
joined in their possible wayto carry out the
distritibution program in an effective way so
that it reaches to right people.
They also visited the shelters where the
displaced were kept after the rescue. They
also observed the affected areas and met the
community and people teir to know the
exact position of them in this adjoining
uncertainties.
They also joined the volunteering
organizations like Red Cross, other individual
volunteers and the security forces their to
know their next level of settlement after the
rescue.
All the activities were carried out with the
precaution from covid-19..

RELIEF AND
ACTION
Making cotton sanitary
pads for woman for the
relief package in flood
affected areas.

Packages being ready
to be dispatched for
the afftected areas.

Handing over the
packages to the rescue
forces who have been
deployed in the
respective areas for the
flood victims.

RELIEF AND
ACTION
Our team here with the
representatives of the
flood affedted areas.

Relief packages being
handed over to the
security force for a
proper distribution.

Handing over the relief
packages to the
representative for the
flood victims in Manang
district.

HEARTY THANKS

THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
SUPPORT
We the Disaster Action Group
(DAG) would like to heartily
thank all our supporters to the
flood victims. We really
appreciate their coordination
through various means at the
time of pandemic.

The disaster and Risk
Department had listed 23
districts in the high risk of flood
and landslides. Due to lack of
preparedness the risk raised
taking away many lives.
Our another round of relief for
Rautahat and Bara are being
prepared with necessary items.
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